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CLASS - IV                    ENGLISH 
ANTONYMS AND 

SYNONYMS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Match the words with the words that are similar in meaning. 

 

1. huge                                                                    little 

 

2. tiny                fast 

 

3. cheerful                              tidy 

 

4. quick                                                                   enormous 

 

5. neat                                                                     happy 

 

Name:  Date:  

Words that have similar meaning are called 

SYNONYMS. E.g. merry and cheerful 

Words that are opposite in meaning are 

called ANTONYMS. E.g. clever and foolish 
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6. hot                                                                     chilly 

 

7. cold                                                                    warm 

 

8. humble                                                              sufficient 

 

9. easy                                                                    modest 

 

10. enough                                                               simple 

 

 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with adjectives that are opposite in meaning to the adjectives in bold. 

Choose from the words given below. 

 

 

 

             

 

    difficult 

   bitter 

   clean  

    hot 

    new 

    rude 

    white 

    rough 

    wrong 

    small 
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1. House no. 55 is big but House no. 33 is ______________.

 

2. The green cloth was smooth

3. Mr. Lion enjoys cold soup but Mrs. Lion likes ___________ soup.

 

4. Rita gave the correct answer but Sahil gave the ___________ answer.

5. That old car is really slow but the

 

6. Mrs. Francis asks easy questions but Mrs. Brown asks____________________ questions.

 

7. You should not use a dirty 

8. Turtles think worms are sweet

 

9. My neighbour is a very polite

                                                                                                         

10. Please put that black vase on the table and the ________________ bowl  

in the cupboard.                            
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but House no. 33 is ______________.                              

smooth but the red cloth was _________________. 

soup but Mrs. Lion likes ___________ soup.                  

answer but Sahil gave the ___________ answer. 

but the _______ car is __________.                      

questions but Mrs. Brown asks____________________ questions.

 towel. You should always use a ___________ towel.

sweet but they find leaves_____________.              

polite lady but her husband is very ___________.                         

                                                                                                                                                

vase on the table and the ________________ bowl  
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questions but Mrs. Brown asks____________________ questions. 

towel. You should always use a ___________ towel. 

                

__.                          

                                

vase on the table and the ________________ bowl   


